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setting the scene
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SENSJUS: Citizen Sensing 

I - as a source of evidence in environmental litigation 

II - and as a tool to mediate the environmental conflict 

III - leading eventually to a new right, i.e. the right to contribute to 
environmental information when the official one is scarce

Video trailer: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qjklf9ehc-g

https://sensingforjustice.webnode.it/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qjklf9ehc-g


Citizen-gathered data in court



Civic monitoring to mediate the conflict



Towards a right to contribute to environmental
(health) information in case of official failures
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In complex contexts, new legitimized actors emerge



Resisting informational monopolies 
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Environmental (health) crises challenges the social 
contract and delegation paradigm

Complex problems 
+ vacuum in political 
leadership
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Governance and legal adaptations needed?
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Exploring the Policy Uptake of civic monitoring





Between ‘resistance, 
reference and representation’…



A critical juncture



Hypothesis testing



The integrative framework
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Turning to the Judicial Uptake of civic monitoring



An impactful case,
also high Social Uptake





Methodology & the encounter with the plaintiffs



Original traits of the case

Possible ‘winning ingredients’

Relativity of the case and limitations but 
‘patterns’

Implications for (European) 
environmental litigation



The legal implications 
of civic monitoring



Dilemmas under the GDPR

Research article at the advent of the GDPR
Discussions at the Brocher Symposium 2021
Subsequent work leading to a visual report



Legal risks (e.g. SLAPPs, defamation claims, trespassing) for the 
monitoring people; personal health risks?



How do we study reactive civic monitoring?



Fieldwork
Advocacy Art



Engaged research



Inclusive science communication



Emotional story-telling to elicit 
research findings



International recognitions

Falling Walls Award for "Breaking 
the Wall to Civic Evidence of 
Environmental Harms"



Updates at: https://sensingforjustice.webnode.it
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Thank you for your attention!

Twitter: @Abesuman - Instagram: sensing_for_justice
Contact: Anna.BERTI-SUMAN@ec.europa.eu

https://sensingforjustice.webnode.it/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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